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Abstract—Guaranteeing the availability of the required parts at the scheduled time represents a key logistical challenge. This is especially important when several parts are required together. This article describes a tool that supports the positioning in the area of conflict between low stock costs and a high service level for a consumer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

O \V\E\R the last 20 years the logistical performance attributes of manufacturing companies have become established as criteria that are just as important to purchasing decisions as the price and quality of the products. The tendency for the key variables of the logistical performance to be considered among the quality attributes of a company or product has asserted itself in international markets. In this development the logistical targets “short delivery times” and “high delivery reliability” have taken on a special meaning [1], [2].

Industry has responded to the changing competitive conditions by introducing new strategic concepts. Above all, we have seen a marked reduction in the manufacturing depth over recent years. Driven by the approaches of the network economy and supply chain management, the manufacturers of mass customization products, primarily in the automotive industry, have transferred large parts of the value creation chain to multi-level supplier hierarchies [3]. This development has continued in the ensuing supplier pyramids: the system suppliers on the first level often assemble parts or subassemblies that they themselves have obtained from several suppliers.

But reducing a company’s internal complexity by outsourcing selected parts of the production is matched by an increase in the procurement depth. In the automotive industry and parts of the electrical engineering industry this procurement depth now accounts for more than 70% of the value creation. The manufacturers themselves only carry out the assembly of subassemblies and the branding [4]. For the manufacturer, the full availability of all the parts required for an assembly order at the scheduled time becomes a prerequisite for the fulfillment of customer requests regarding short delivery times and high delivery reliability. Therefore, guaranteeing the availability of parts is the key challenge when planning the logistics for an assembly area.

II. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROVIDING MATERIALS ON TIME FOR ASSEMBLY AREAS

The full availability of parts in assembly is an important prerequisite for the logistical quality and performance of the assembly itself. However, from the customer’s viewpoint, whether the assembly is supplied with parts from the company’s own production or from an external supplier is irrelevant (see Fig. 1). But crucial in every case is the quality of the supply to the assembly area. Although we must distinguish between two classes of provision, both make-to-order production and buy-to-order procurement on the one hand, and make-to-stock production and buy-to-stock procurement on the other, involve the specific problem of the logistical coordination of internal company processes. We shall not explore this any further below because the focus here is on the provision of materials from storage areas. More information on this subject can be found in [5], [6].
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Fig. 1 Overview of assembly supply chains

The aforementioned growing significance of the inter-company division of work into supply chains means that buy-
to-order and buy-to-stock procurement from a supplier become key elements in our deliberations.

A key feature of make-to-order production is that the production work is initiated by the customer order. As a result, the quantities produced are managed directly for the individual customer order, and, accordingly, cannot be interchanged among individual customer orders. Decoupling the process by introducing a storage stage does not take place in this case, nor in the case of buy-to-order procurement. Buy-to-order procurement by means of just-in-time or just-in-sequence concepts is one option for organizing the provision of parts in close cooperation with the suppliers. The aim of both concepts is to eliminate the traditional stages of the customer’s materials flow from checking of incoming goods via storage right up to commissioning and to replace all this by the direct provision of the parts in the assembly area. However, these methods increase the risks of a possible bottleneck in the supply of materials: the lack of one component can bring the entire downstream process chain to a stop because the materials flow dries up. Consequently, in these methods the importance of providing materials at the right time is even more significant. Furthermore, such concepts can only be implemented advantageously when high-quality and low-variant parts (A-parts) are procured in large numbers over a longer period of time with a high planning reliability [7].

In the case of an upstream make-to-stock production, the production work is initiated by a demand forecast. The production order is subsequently buffered in a storage stage. Similarly, with buy-to-stock procurement the provision of parts in assembly is decoupled from the actual procurement process. In these cases the parts required in assembly are provided from a storage stage. Therefore, this results in the need for target-oriented logistical storage management. The term “storage management” includes all the planning and control tasks that concern the storage of goods [8]. The targets for the planning and control activities of storage management for an assembly area must support customer requests for short delivery times and high delivery reliability and at the same time keep stocks at an economic level.

The adequate sizing of stocks is one of the key tasks of operational planning. The problem of sizing of stocks has to be considered here in the sense of an overall view irrespective of the transfer of ownership of the stocked parts and the spatial arrangement of the storage. Focusing on the problem of the sizing of stocks is carried out here initially against the background of buy-to-stock procurement with the provision of parts from a store (in make-to-stock production the replenishment time should be replaced adequately by the throughput time).

Consequently, the main task of inventory management in procurement and distribution consists of guaranteeing an economic supply to the customer on a high and stable level in the area of conflict between the flexibility requirements of the consumer and the logistical capacity of the source. Sizing of stocks therefore becomes very important. Fluctuations in the ordering behavior of the customer and deviations in the delivery dates of suppliers must be buffered by stocks.

In order to achieve efficient inventory management it is necessary to describe the mutual dependencies between the aforementioned target variables taking into account the operational boundary conditions and the influencing options. Only in this way can a company position itself in the aforementioned area of conflict and influence the procurement and stockkeeping processes in line with its objectives. Therefore, the storage throughput diagram was developed as a descriptive model. This model enables the relevant logistical key variables such as stocks, delivery delay, service level, stock holding time and inventory capacity to be depicted quantitatively and with a dynamic timescale, and enable a detailed evaluation of the stockkeeping process on the basis of operational data [9]. In order to describe fully the conflict of aims between the lowest possible stock level and a high supply reliability, service level curves were developed to supplement the storage throughput diagrams; these curves represent the service level and the delivery delay as a function of the inventory [10].

III. PROVISION FROM STORAGE STAGES

A. Service level Curve

The consumer-oriented service level describes the degree of fulfillment of the demands of a consumer (and the demand can consist of more than one product). For example, if a supply order involves several products, the consumer-oriented service level is the product of the individual service levels. Fig. 2 shows an example of the calculation of the consumer-oriented service level. However, this relationship only applies when the individual products, subassemblies and parts involved are independent from each other in terms of their logistical behavior [5].

In order to achieve efficient inventory management it is necessary to describe the mutual dependencies between the aforementioned target variables taking into account the operational boundary conditions and the influencing options. Only in this way can a company position itself in the aforementioned area of conflict and influence the procurement and stockkeeping processes in line with its objectives. Therefore, the storage throughput diagram was developed as a descriptive model. This model enables the relevant logistical key variables such as stocks, delivery delay, service level, stock holding time and inventory capacity to be depicted quantitatively and with a dynamic timescale, and enable a detailed evaluation of the stockkeeping process on the basis of operational data [9]. In order to describe fully the conflict of aims between the lowest possible stock level and a high supply reliability, service level curves were developed to supplement the storage throughput diagrams; these curves represent the service level and the delivery delay as a function of the inventory [10].
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oriented service level (SERL\(_{P1}\)). This is also shown by the
equation for calculating the consumer-oriented service level (1):

\[
\text{SERL}_{P1} = \prod \text{SERL}_i
\]

(1)

The service level is a key parameter for describing the quality
of supplies from a storage stage. It can be described by a
logistical service level curve depending on the given stock
level (Fig. 3). This so-called service level curve describes the
dependence of the mean service level (SERL\(_m\)) on the mean
level (Fig. 3). This so-called service level curve describes the
logistical service level curve depending on the given stock
level (SERL\(_m\)) for a part. In the case of a low SERL\(_m\), a
small increase in the SL\(_m\) leads to a relatively large increase in
the SERL\(_m\). Accordingly, a large rise in the service level curve
can be seen in this area. The gradient flattens out as SL\(_m\)
increases and changes to a horizontal line at SERL\(_m\) = 100%.
As a result, small increases in SERL\(_m\) when SERL\(_m\) is already
relatively high cause a disproportionate rise in SL\(_m\) [10].

On the whole, the service level curves can be used in a
number of ways. One application for the curves is the
evaluation of processes and possible process variants. The input
variables for determining the curves are always the
parameters of the upstream processes; different curve
progressions ensue depending on their productivity. If the
process upstream of the storage is a procurement process
involving external suppliers, these can be given a logistical
evaluation. Individual curves can be drawn up for every
supplier involved with the part concerned on the basis of his
deviations from the plan. This provides the chance of
evaluating the quality of suppliers. The supplier with the more
favorable curve progression should be preferred. This method
can also be used for upstream production processes.

By varying the input parameters for the curves there is the
chance of assessing the effects of changes to a process, e.g.
improving the date reliability and hence reducing the
incoming date deviations. The necessary service levels or
stocks resulting for a process state can be compared with each
other. This permits the analysis of the effects of changes to
processes and current optimization options.

Service level curves are assigned two tasks within the scope
of considering the target variables: the evaluation of targets
with respect to their compatibility with the logistical target
variables and the establishment of new, more consistent target
values. By comparing the mean stock level of an operating
unit with the target value for the inventory, it is possible to
determine the potential for adapting the stocks.

Summing up, we can say that service level curves are ideal
for logistical inventory and storage controlling. The curves
can be easily calculated by using approximation equations
[10]. To do this, essentially quantifiable data and merely one
empirical value are required.

B. Consumer-Oriented Service Level

The service level curves represent one approach that
renders possible statements regarding an individual part.
However, only limited statements can be made regarding the
interactions that ensue when several parts have to be taken
into account, e.g. in the provision for assembly [5].

As shown above, when sizing stocks it is also necessary to
consider the effects on the stock costs in addition to
considering how the part-related service level influences the
consumer-oriented service level. Fig. 4 shows an example in
which the influence of the part-related stock sizing on the
consumer-oriented service level and the stock costs can be
seen.

The example chosen for the graphic is one in which an
assembly product is a combination of six different parts. The
assembly orders for a product are to be provided from a
storage stage. The product consists of one A-, two B- and
two C-parts. The C-parts that have to be incorporated into
the products constitute an annual value of € 10,000. The total
cost of the three product groups amounts to € 1 million and
the capital tie-up cost rate is 15%. If the C-parts are provided
one day too late, additional capital tie-up costs of about € 400
ensue for the other parts that have to be provided. This is
because the A- and B-parts must wait to be completed and tie
up capital in this time. On the other hand, if the provision is on average one day too early, the capital tie-up costs are only about € 4 for the parts provided too early.

In the case of provision from storage stages, adhering to the required date is directly influenced by the service levels for the individual parts. Following the logic of the example (C-parts should have a high service level because this is paid for with a comparatively low capital tie-up), an optimum capital allocation approach is shown below for the desired consumer-oriented service level.

The quantity and value shares are shown on the left. If we now assume that the service level is 96% for every part, the resulting consumer-oriented service level is approx. 78%. So although each individual part has a comparatively high service level, we face an unsatisfactory supply situation on the consumer side.

If in this example we alter the service level for the individual parts, we can create totally different operational situations. For example, if we assume that the service level is increased to almost 100% for the B- and C-parts, and on the other hand reduces the service level for the A-part to 95%, results in a consumer-oriented service level of 95%. This vastly improved supply situation does not involve an increase in the stock costs here because the higher stock costs for the B- and C-parts are compensated for by the lower stock costs for the A-part.

IV. A TOOL FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

In order to be able to exploit in practice the depicted potential for increasing the supply reliability and at the same time reducing stocks, a computer program was developed at the Institute of Production Systems & Logistics (IFA), part of the Leibniz University of Hannover, within the scope of a research project. This will be described below.

The algorithm in the software (Fig. 5) is based on the analysis of part-related data that has to be input into the tool. The data required includes the batch stock, the mean replenishment time, the mean demand rate, the maximum demand rate, the maximum positive date deviation, the maximum negative quantity deviation and the unit price.

Some of these data can be obtained from master data files, other data are easily determined from inventory movements data.

Based on the input data, the mean stock level that just guarantees a service level of 100% is first determined for each part. However, for the consumer it is not the service level of an individual part that is critical, but rather the consumer-oriented service level. The tool guarantees this by allocating the parts to consumers.

Normally, the service levels tolerated by individual consumers are less than 100%, e.g. a company demands a service level of 95% from its suppliers. In order to guarantee the service level that is just permissible, the service levels of the individual parts must be dimensioned accordingly. On the other hand, the service level for a given stock costs level can also be optimized (see Fig. 4).
level has been entered. These mean stocks can be compared both with the stocks necessary for a service level of 100% \( (S_{m,uniform\text{Red}}) \) and with the stocks that would ensue with a uniform reduction of all part service levels \( (S_{m,uniform\text{Red}}) \). Fig. 6 shows an evaluation of the data with the tool for this example.

A service level of 100% is just reached with the data given in Fig. 7 for a stock value of € 4,179,531. A uniform reduction in the service level to 99.49% per part results in a stock value of € 2,208,587 (approx. 53% of the stock value necessary for 100%). A targeted reduction of individual service levels with the algorithm in the Excel tool permits an additional reduction in stocks of € 495,729, to € 1,712,857. This corresponds to approx. 41% of the original stock level and an additional potential of approx. 25% related to the potential for a uniform reduction in stocks.

The method in the software for the economic increase in the availability of parts in the supply to a consumer enables the mean stock values and the corresponding safety stock to be determined, which lead to the attainment of a target service level for all the parts to be incorporated into a product to be assembled. This means that the optimum capital allocation for achieving a desired target service level can be determined.

This article describes an approach for the economic sizing of storage stages in order to supply an assembly area efficiently from storage areas while taking into account an optimum capital allocation. The consumer-oriented service level represents a model that can be used for analyzing and optimizing the supplies of materials from storage stages taking into account the various, contradictory storage logistics target variables. One of the model’s uses is the sizing of stocks for individual stocked parts while minimizing the capital tie-up costs with respect to a consumer-oriented service level demanded by the consumer.

This approach supplies excellent results for the applications described, a fact that has been corroborated within the scope of simulation studies. The future work required essentially results in two research paths, which are based on the research findings given here and can be worked on concurrently:

Firstly, the results up until now confirm that the findings apply when the individual products to be incorporated are independent of each other. As a result, further research is required into the consumer-oriented service level with correlating part-specific service levels. Accordingly, up until now the tool could not be used with products that are dependent on each other. However, initial simulations confirm that a correlation between parts to be incorporated has an effect on the consumer-oriented service level. But this influence can be ignored in practical applications because of its low significance, and so this research issue is more of an academic nature. Nevertheless, the theoretical relationship will be explored at the IFA in the near future.

Secondly, the findings described in this article are limited to several individual products that are incorporated into a “final product”. However, the consumer-oriented service level for the case of, for example, 30 “blanks” incorporated into two “final products”; or multiples thereof built into both, has not been investigated so far. Owing to the ongoing rise in the complexity of networking within the scope of globalization, this point is very important. A corresponding research project is currently at the application stage. The software will be continually updated based on the results generated from this.
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